A generalized approach leads to spatial filters that accept changes of scale by a factor of 4. The procedure employs phase filters with reduced tolerance requirements and achieves high discrimination capability and efficient light throughput. Computer simulations and laboratory experiments show the advantages of this novel approach.
Introduction
Conventional methods of optical pattern recognition suffer from the requirement of high-resolution recording materials and distortion sensitivity. In some recent publicationsl-3 a new general procedure was introduced that may be employed for generating spatial filters with reduced resolution requirements. Partial and complete rotation invariance was demonstrated in computer simulations and laboratory experiments employing bipolar amplitude filters, phaseonly filters, and composite phase filters.
The treatment of scale changes is more involved than rotation since rotation is a periodic function while scale may in principle change infinitely. Therefore, while complete rotation invariance is possible scale changes must be limited within certain ranges. Previous attempts for scale invariant pattern recognition involved pretransformations, 4 wavelength scanning, 5 and filter multiplexing. 6 -9 In this work we introduce a logarithmic radial harmonic (LRH) transformation to implement scale invariant filtering. The initial goal of our research project,' the application of reduced information content filters, is preserved together with object shift invariance and a high degree of scale invariance compared to previous attempts. For more general distortion invariance this filter has the advantage over rotation invariant filters since it can be easily combined with mechanical or electronic rotation to yield a system with rotation and
II. Logarithmic Radial Harmonic Transform
Using an approach similar to our procedure for rotation invariant filtering with circular harmonic filters as described in Ref. 3 , here too we start with the correlation operation
where mj(x,y) is some characteristic filter function matched to the input pattern fj(x,y). We focus our attention on the value of the correlation function at the origin that reduces to the inner product of fi and mj,
keeping in mind that the distribution over the whole plane should be considered for efficient pattern recognition.
To treat the subject of rotation and scale variance it is advantageous to convert into polar coordinates with Eq. (3) given now in the form
Here and in the following indices are suppressed for convenience whenever possible without causing ambiguities. To represent the response (at the origin) for an object with its scale changed by a factor a and rotated by an angle a we use the notation 
For an ideal distortion invariant filter one would like to keep C(O;a,a) constant regardless of the values of a and a. In Ref. 3 and earlier work 10 ' 1 ' rotation invariance was extensively studied, and here we concentrate only on the effects of scale variation using the shorthand C(a) for the relevant correlation function. Denoting by F(p,0) the Fourier transform (FT) of f(r,O) and by M(pA) the FT of m(r,O), the scale dependent correlation function may be also written in the form
where we took into account the finite size of the filter R. Since previous research indicated improved filter performance with low frequencies removed, these were eliminated here too by a high pass filter of radius d. A change of integration variables to r = p/a converts the equation into
The scale parameter has been transferred to the filter function and to the limits of integration. We shall return to this subject in Sec. V while here we attempt to design a filter which yields a correlation function given by
a,
P% Fig. 1 . Input pattern for the computer experiments from which the letter F should be recognized. The x in the large F was the origin for the filter generation, and the scaling factors are as indicated. (7) If a(a) is any real function of a and CO is a constant, one obtains scale invariance with regard to power detection.
With the successful applications of phase-only circular-harmonic filters 3 in mind, one is tempted to consider a similar approach for scale invariance. Thus we introduce the phase-only LRH filter function
where Q() is an angular phase function that carries all the angular information contained in the phase of the object function,
The parameter p is the LRH frequency and w is a normalization constant defined by
Equation (8) where the index p on the correlation function indicates that it depends on this parameter. Unlike the case of circular harmonics decomposition, the filter function is not periodic with p; thus p does not have to be an integer. To obtain high correlation peaks one may 
Ill. Simulation Experiments
The most convenient way to proceed is to invoke a specific example. Previous experiments with block letters indicated that it is most difficult to distinguish between the letters P and F, such as shown in Fig. 1 . Thus it is interesting to investigate various filters made to recognize one of these letters against the other. In a computer experiment filters were generated to recognize the letter F from the input pattern of Fig. 1 . The performance with a regular matched filter is shown in Fig. 2(a) with the filter matched to the largest F. It is clear that the cross-correlation with P is quite high, much higher than the correlation with the other sizes of F. The autocorrelation peak of a phase-only matched filter is 50 times as high [ Fig. 2(b) ], but the cross-correlation with P is high too, again much higher than that with the scaled F.
The experimental results shown in Fig. 2 are, respectively, summarized in lines 1 and 2 of Table I with the autocorrelation peak intensity normalized to 1 for the classical matched filter.
To generate a scale invariant filter we return to Eq. (12) and look for the optimal p by plotting the correlation intensity as a function of p (Fig. 3) . This plot Table I .
IV. Laboratory Experiments
To verify the practicability of the new procedure the computer experiments were repeated in the laboratory. We employed the same IBM PC that was used in the simulations to generate the input pattern of Fig. 6 and holographic filter functions like the one shown in Fig. 7 . To generate the filters the Fourier plane was sampled into sixty-four rings of equal width and sixtyfour angular wedges. The holograms were plotted on a regular dot printer, and the working patterns were obtained by a twenty-five fold photographic reduction onto a regular photographic film. Figure 8 shows the output pattern for a filter made to match the largest F with an intensity scan across the correlation peaks. These results indicate very good performance of the new filters that were implemented with relatively low resolution requirements involving a total of 64 X 64 information elements.
As in the case of circular harmonic filters, 10 here too one has a proper center for which the correlation is optimal. This center may be found by repeating the procedure of filter generation around many points of the object and searching for the one that produces the maximum correlation peak. Naturally this optimal center will be also a function of the parameter p as is the case for the circular harmonics decomposition.
V. Response Equalization
Ideally, the procedure described in this work should lead to a flat system response with regard to scale variance. Unfortunately, due to the finite extent of the spatial filter [the limits of integration in Eq. (11)], the range of the permissible scales is limited, and even in this interval there is some scale dependence. The main contribution to the deterioration of filter performance with the changing scale is the variation of the fraction of the input energy incident within the fixed boundaries of the filter. An additional contribution is due to a filter mismatch that occurs from frequency components that did not participate in the filter generation but come into play as the scale changes. Thus it achieved by this procedure. The scale dependence for the examples analyzed in the previous sections is illustrated in Fig. 9 together with a comparison with the more conventional filters to show the improvement. Experiments indicate a 20% variation of the correlation peak intensity within a range of 4 of the scale factor. Only half of this range is shown in the figure (the region of up to a = 2) with a corresponding region (not shown) down to a = 1/2. To achieve a smaller variation and wider range one may introduce some modifications to the filter function. Before investigating possible filter modification schemes we introduce a criterion to be used for comparison. A good criterion is defined by the area enclosed between the actual response curve and an ideal flat response:
where we defined the range of scale variation between 1 and ao. Observation of Fig. 9 indicates a general trend of degradation with increasing a when more of the energy is concentrated in higher spatial frequencies. Thus a straightforward approach toward achieving a flat response is the suppression of low frequencies that correspond to the larger objects by a small amplitude attenuating component in the filter function. This 
An optimization procedure led to a minimal e for s = 0.05. The performance of a filter designed with this optimal s is summarized in line 4 of Table I and also shown in Fig. 9 .
VI. Conclusions
In this work we introduced a new kind of radial transformation to generate scale invariant filters. The superior performance of these filters was demonstrated by computer simulations and laboratory experiments.
The initial goal of the present research project of employing low resolution devices was preserved and demonstrated by using a simple dot printer for the generation of the filters and regular photographic film in the actual experiments.
The laboratory experiments and computer simulations were performed with phase-only filters leading to high throughputs and good pattern distinction. The experiments demonstrated that these filters can operate with a variance of <20% within a scale range of 4. The small residual scale dependence of the correlation peaks can be equalized by several procedures, but these will necessarily lead to a reduction of the correlation peaks.
